
A Happy New Year to all my viola friends, known and unknown. 
 
There is presently a feeling of optimism in the air that this pandemic is moving to being an 

endemic, i.e. something we can learn to live with. Let's hope there are no nasty surprises. 

I think one thing this pandemic has taught me is that there is no certainty in life and to grasp 

the opportunities whilst you can. Last year we had the pingdemic, and now so many 

gatherings have had to be cancelled due to one of the participants testing positive for Covid 

19. This happened to me at the beginning of this year when I was supposed to be going on a 

course in Birmingham, but Louise succumbed to Covid 19, rapidly followed by her partner 

Tony. I also had a scare with one of my sons testing positive for Covid 19 with whom we had 

spent Christmas. I think this time round there aren't many of us who don't know somebody 

who has been struck down by the virus. Plans are made for the course to go ahead in March 

- hopefully we should be out of the woods by then.  

Having the course postponed does give me a better chance to grope my way through the 

Stanford viola sonata which I'm planning to work on with Louise. It must be nigh on two 

years that I first saw the Stanford which my pianist friend had found when riffling through 

second-hand music in one of his favourite haunts in London. After months of forays into its 

difficult intricacies I can play most of the notes (quantity rather than quality though) instead 

of being like a rabbit in headlights taking the odd jab at some of the notes. But it is a lovely 

piece. 

Viola playing has definitely replaced the long distance walking I used to indulge in, but I still 

get very frustrated with my playing. Maybe because, a bit like the walking, I'm in to ticking 

boxes, right I've done that now onto the next thing, instead of listening carefully (which is 

hard work) and producing beautiful sounds which, much to my astonishment, does 

sometimes occur. I can remember Louise saying less is more which I keep trying to take on 

board replacing impatience with care. 

In many ways the experience of the pandemic has changed my view point of life as it has for 

many of my friends. Re-evaluating where we are and what is important to us. The fact that 

life is uncertain (it has certainly kicked into touch the myth that we have total control over 

our lives) but there are joys and triumphs each day if we just look out for them instead of 

just racing through life as I do with my pieces. Playing the viola or any musical instrument is 

actually a very mindful activity when approached with care and focus. Mindfulness is 

something the pundits tell us we is a good thing to do for our mental health and also will 

increase our appreciation of life. So when we practise our violas we are actually helping 

ourselves. Plus all the fun we get out of playing together.  

It was good that the Cecil Aronowitz Competition was able to go ahead even if audiences 

weren't allowed in. It is still possible to hear the finalists’ performances on the Violin 

Channel (https://www.theviolinchannel.com/) and truly amazing they are as well. Such 

talent. So congratulations to Edgar Francis for winning the competition, and to Hanuel Park 

and Naga Shehan coming respectively second and third. All three names to look out for in 

the future. 



So here's to 2022, the gift of music and the ability to enjoy it 

Janet Pazio  

 

 


